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The WiFi Service Management Platform (WSMP) allows WiFi
Network Administrators -either Service Providers (SPs), integrators
or enterprises- to deliver WiFi services to customers of any vertical
-from hotels to retail and workplaces or education, as many others-.

What is Fontech’s WSMP?
WSMP is a software platform delivering everything WiFi network administrators need
to manage, operate, and monetize Guest WiFi services from one unique platform.

What can WiFi network managers do with WSMP?
Whether businesses like hotels or malls are managing their WiFi service internally, or they have
decided to do it through a Service Provider or Integrator, WiFi network administrators will be able to easily
operate the service and take the following actions:
Provide WiFi Connectivity
Configure the WiFi experience: since hotspot
deployments can be segmented into multi-level
hierarchical structures, the WiFi experience can
be customized on each of them as well as apply
different business rules to each one depending on
their specific needs and client types. A centralized
web-panel, the WSMP console, makes configuring
these networks simple.
Monetize services: multiple monetization rules can
be set in exchange for WiFi services, all depending
on the business target pursued.
Centrally manage multiple WiFi networks and customer types: WSMP allows WiFi network administrators to manage
multiple WiFi networks (from one shop to a commercial center with many of them, or from a hotel to a worldwide
chain), and end-users connecting to those networks from a central location. This significantly reduces complexity and
operation costs.
Analyze performance: through the metrics dashboard, insight into how customers use the WiFi network can be gained,
as well as socio-demographic information on WiFi users. WiFi network administrators can obtain valuable KPIs that
anticipate opportunities and challenges, helping business owners to implement continuous improvement strategies.

Why WSMP?
WSMP was specifically designed to include many advantages:
Deployment versatility: cloud-based, on premises, or hybrid
Open and pluggable: API-REST based, ensuring easy integration and adaptation to business context and needs
High scalability & availability
Vendor agnostic: Fontech’s platform allows for rapid roll-outs because it is interoperable (all vendors) and comes preintegrated to interface with hardware from leading manufacturers (Alcatel, Huawei, Ericsson, Cisco, Ruckus, Meraki, etc.)
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Multi-tenant and multi-hierarchy support: allows for network segmentation and different client network typologies
Multiple monetization models: to meet a variety of different business objectives
Multiple authentication methods: captive portal, 801.2x, EAP SIM, AKA, AKA’, TTLS, WISPr
Customizable look & feel
Adapted to all sectors: since each business vertical comes with its own specific needs, Fontech’s WSMP was designed
to adapt perfectly to each one of them. Here are some examples of how it can cover the main needs of different
verticals:

Vertical

Need

Fontech’s solution

Small businesses

Engage with shoppers

Product and service promotion through a customized captive
portal, and optional Merchant App for an intuitive service
management

Retail & large venues

Manage many distributed sites

A centralized platform that allows for the creation of n
hierarchical levels with inherited configuration, and optional
complementary location-based services

Hospitality

Integration with property management
systems (PMS).

Integration with PMS allows WiFi to be included in customer
bills along with the rest of their charges.

Free or paid Guest WiFi

Multiple monetization configuration options (e.g. promo
codes, WiFi vouchers, time-based passes)

Offer secure, manegeable and easy WiFi
access to customers

Different login types available: click to connect, social login,
registration forms

Restaurants, bars, and cafes

WSMP Components
WSMP: Featuring the main functional elements for WiFi network administrators to offer Guest WiFi services (AAA, user
manager, policy manager, monitoring & BI system, captive portal, network hierarchy manager, monetization module
and console).
Add-ons for specific verticals: that provide business owners with tools that are more intuitive, easy to use and
specifically designed for them to manage their WiFi offering: Merchant App, Indoor AP, Location-Based Services and
Hotel Manager.

WSMP
Authentication, authorization, and accounting (AAA)
Fontech’s AAA enables WiFi network administrators to manage the authentication, authorization, and accounting of users in
WiFi networks through a captive portal interface or seamlessly via EAP authentication.
Key features:
Multiple authentication methods (captive portal, 801.2x, EAP SIM, AKA, AKA’, TTLS, WISPr)
Proxy AAA (WRIX compliant for roaming deals)
Authentication lookup from external sources: RADIUS, LDAP, Active Directory, SOAP/XML
RADIUS accounting per session including time usage, volume usage, and lawful interception data.
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User manager
Fontech’s user manager oversees user access to the WiFi network so that WiFi network administrators can segment and
categorize users.
Key features:
Centralized management from BSS/OSS via API
User segmentation and categorization
Hierarchical account support with different access policies.
User self-provision through online registration and password recovery flows

Policy manager
The policy manager allows WiFi network administrators to set
multiple policies rules for the WiFi service. Policies can be set based
on the following criteria.
Time - define the duration of the WiFi service for end users
Quota - define the allowance (in MB) of the WiFi service for end
users
Bandwidth - define the QoS for end users (e.g silver - 1Mbps-,
gold - 10 Mbps; platinum unlimited)
Device limit (per AP session concurrency and per user account
session concurrency)
Network segmentation- define specific APs or AP groups for
which the users have access rights

Captive portal
This flexible digital gateway guides user access to the WiFi network.
Key features:
Multiple login modes: click to connect or username/password or social login
WISPr compliant, allowing for seamless
authentication from connection manager
apps/SDK
Highly customizable (layouts, colors, logos,
backgrounds, and languages)
Responsive
HTTPs for secure data exchange
Multi-language
Advertising capabilities
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Monitoring and BI system
This web-based reporting and analytics tool displays a selection of dashboards with near real-time metrics. It provides
valuable insights into usage, traffic, and performance.
Key features:
Hierarchical level aggregation and segmentation
High granularity
Multiple variables available (user sessions, network hierarchy, and
metrics on login, traffic, APs, users, sales and console operation)
Customer socio-demographic information - This system also
provides information on users such as age, gender, country of
origin1, device type, etc. For business owners, this information is key
for understanding their customers and adapting their services and
campaigns to the specifics of their clients.
API for system integration

Network hierarchy manager

n - Level Hierarchy

One of the most important features of WSMP is that WiFi network administrators can segment networks into multi-level
hierarchical structures, based on any criteria (location, premium, client type, etc.), and apply a specific WiFi experience at
each segmentation level. Since the structures support N-level layers, they can fully adapt to any business strategy.

You
Unlimited

Municipality

SMBs

Hotel Chain

Premium Hotel

Budget Hotel

Email/password login

Click to Connect

Unlimited WiFi
connectivity

2h Free access & promote
own offers at captive portal
NY

London

Madrid

Facebook Login
10$/day onbudget hotels.
Free on premium hotels

1 Depending on the information required as part of the registration process and login mode
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Monetization module
This module is made up of three different components
Purchase engine
This engine allows WiFi network administrators to define the WiFi products: passes, free trials and promocodes and its
characteristics (which may include duration, MB, price, currency, taxes, etc.). It also allows to define the payment method.
Key features
Real-time accounting
Online prepaid WiFi access shop
Pre-integrated with the most popular payment gateways
Time / volume / speed -based rating
Invoicing and billing system
The invoicing and billing system can generate specific invoices for end customers. Administrators can define specific
invoicing information (currency, company data, taxes).
Key features
Tax compliant
Revenue sharing and reconciliation
Engagement Manager
In many scenarios, the strategies of WiFi network administrators will not entail providing WiFi connectivity on a paid pass
basis but rather through other engagement strategies to obtain new leads. Our Engagement Manager provides the following
functionalities:
Selection of required user data: business owners can decide which data will be requested to their clients as part of the
WiFi service registration process (name, email, telephone number, address, etc.) and leverage this information as part
of future marketing campaigns.
Integration with user rating platforms: Fontech’s system provides integration with TripAdvisor ReviewExpress Service,
so that if an end user connects to a WiFi hotspot in a specific location or venue, s/he will receive an email to rate it on
TripAdvisor.

WSMP console
The WSMP Console is an intuitive web control panel for configuring and managing the WiFi service. In addition to segmentation,
administrators can configure different business models and apply specific end-user WiFi experiences to each segment.
These customizable service configurations include the look and feel of the captive portal, the login method (click to connect,
standard login, social media login), the required contact information for service registration (email, phone, address), the
monetization model (free, paid pass, promo-codes), campaigns, WSMP console role segmentation, and profile assignation
among many other service rules.
Key features:
Centralized service management
Multi-tenant, multi-hierarchical architecture
Activation of different services, business models, and user experiences
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Individual access privileges tailored to each administrator or platform user profiles (customer care, operations, marketing)
Full service management and support due to end-to-end visibility of the network hierarchy (users, APs, AP segments)
Multi-language support
Emailing capabilities for console administrators and for end-users

Add-ons for specific verticals
Fontech’s WSMP targets businesses of all shapes, sizes, and verticals. However, Fontech has developed additional and
optional add-ons custom built for each of them, giving specific functionalities developed just for their needs.
All the add-ons need of WSMP, but provide end WiFi network administrators -from the owner of a small business from the
manager of a chain of hotels- with a more personal way of configuring their service intuitively and showing only the options
they need.

Merchant App
This app is specifically designed for Small Businesses’ owners. It allows them to easily customize their guest WiFi portal
from their mobile devices. Compatible with iOS and Android, it allows for basic operations such as changing the access
modes and customizing the captive portal look and feel. The Merchant App also provides end user with a basic set of
statistics.

Location-Based Services (LBS)
Developed especially for retail locations and large venues,
Fontech’s Location-Based Services provide presence and
location analytics as well as marketing tools. Embedded inside
WSMP, helps retailers understand how their customers interact
at the point of sale and reach them with marketing campaigns
adapted to their profile and personal preferences.

Hotel Manager
This is a user-friendly console specifically designed for hotel managers where the WiFi service is managed. It displays only
the key functionalities that are relevant to them and allows them to quickly and easily manage and configure the operation
of the WiFi service in one or many hotels from a centralized point.
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Benefit

Vendor-agnostic

Rapid roll-outs: Compatibility with all vendors and comes pre-integrated to
interface with hardware from leading manufacturers (Aruba, Meraki, Huawei,
Mikrotik, Cisco, Ruckus, etc.).

High availability and scalability

Robust platform that can scale from small transactions at startup to
increased traffic volume (supporting millions of user sessions)

REST API

Rapid provisioning and integration which reduces TTM

Multiple authentication methods (captive portal, 801.2x, EAP SIM, AKA,
AKA’, TTLS, WISPr)

- Generates leads for business owners because new users can self-provision
into their databases
- Enables authentication of SIM and SIM-less devices
- Provides a better user experience through seamless, automatic network
authentication
- Supports the authentication of roaming partner clientele
- Allows for easy authentication through internal end user databases

RADIUS accounting per session, including time/volume and lawful
interception data

Enables tiered WiFi services just like mobile (price per MB, data bundles,
monthly MB allowance)

Call Detail Records (CDRs) configurable per integration
Configurable service policies (time, quota, bandwidth, device limit) &
business models (free, paid,promotional limited, unlimited, etc.)

WiFi network administrators can apply flexible business models that adapt to
the specific needs of each client

Integration with BSS/OSS, user databases, and Property Management
Systems (PMS)

Unified management of the WiFi service for all customers

APs can be grouped in hierarchical structures

The service offering can adapt to different customer segments, verticals, and
structures geared toward reaching different business goals

WiFi experience (captive portal look and feel), monetization model
(paid pass, free, promo code, etc.) and login mode (login/password,
social media login or click to connect) can be customized for each
hierarchical structure

Target different segments from one unique platform and manage the service
from an intuitive control panel

Multi-tenant - All functionalities are available for all console users (if
permitted by hierarchical levels above)

It can adapt to multiple management roles, reducing operational costs

Advanced reporting (user, sessions, traffic, pass sales, APs,
sociodemographic etc)

Gain valuable insights and gather user data to understand and improve your
service

Multiple standard authentication interfaces (RADIUS, LDAP, Diameter,
M3UA SIGTRAN)

- Easy integration with external RADIUS AAA, active directories, HSSs, and
compatible HLRs/ AuCs/MAP gateways for unified service management
- Fast time to market (TTM) and operational cost reduction

Policy lookup from external PCRF policy enforcement through WAG

Policy control and management enables the delivery of tailored innovative
services and data price plans

Full regulatory and security compliance

- Personal data encryption and lawful interception tools (per user logs).
- GDPR compliant

SMS verification

Double validation (an SMS code is sent to the device before allowing access to
the service)

Optional complementary add-ons available:

Purpose-built additional features to adapt to the specific needs of each
business vertical

- Merchant App
- Hotel Manager
- Location-Based Services (LBS):

For further information, contact: fontech@fon.com

